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This essay demonstrates how digital humanities methodologies help scholars see Joseph 
Sheridan Le Fanu’s corpus in a more comprehensive, historically contextualized way through a 
study of his anonymously published ballad “Shamus O’Brien” (1850). Our understanding of Le 
Fanu’s poetic work is limited, so an analysis of the poem’s publication history can potentially 
add a great deal to our understanding of his career as well as broader conceptions of authorship 
and textuality in a transatlantic print culture. Using digital archives, I trace how British and 
American newspapers assigned authorship to “Shamus O’Brien” when writing about 
performances of the poem between 1850 and 1873. I then analyze reprintings of “Shamus 
O’Brien” to show how the poem was reprinted, appropriated, and transformed throughout Le 
Fanu’s lifetime thanks to Victorian printing practices that provided opportunity for revision with 
every printing. By examining the rich reprinting and performance history of Le Fanu’s ballad, I 
reveal how public performances and American reprinting practices affected the transatlantic 
popularity of the poem. Understanding the poem’s popularity with Victorian audiences unsettles 
the assumption that Le Fanu was first and foremost a Gothic novelist by offering a more 
comprehensive consideration of his work. While this publication history increases our 
understanding of Le Fanu’s oeuvre and contributions to Victorian print culture, it also 
paradoxically undermines traditional notions of unitary authorship in favor of a more 
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“Begun in Ireland and Finished Elsewhere”: 
Digital Methodology and the Study of J. Sheridan Le Fanu’s “Shamus O’Brien” 
In the library of scholarship on the works of Anglo-Irish author Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (1814–
73), few studies have addressed his periodical poetry and short stories. Although Le Fanu was a 
prolific writer who published more than sixty works of fiction during his career, most 
contemporary scholarship explores his vampire novella Carmilla (1872). While Carmilla, Uncle 
Silas (1864), and The House by the Church-yard (1863) are generally considered Le Fanu’s 
greatest works, it is important to note that the widespread availability of these texts is one of the 
reasons scholars have given them so much attention. Locating and cataloging Le Fanu’s broader 
body of work is challenging to say the least.1 Because he published most of his work 
anonymously in periodicals, scholars have struggled to identify his contributions, an endeavor 
made all the more difficult by the loss of Le Fanu’s papers shortly after his death and the 
limitations associated with physical archives (e.g., incomplete records or missing periodical 
issues).2 Fortunately, digital humanities methodologies have opened up previously unimaginable 
possibilities for Le Fanu scholarship. Thanks to the proliferation of digital archives such as the 
British Newspaper Archive, Google Books, and HathiTrust over the past decade, scholars now 
have the opportunity to catalog and study many of Le Fanu’s forgotten texts, thereby expanding 
our understanding of his work as a Victorian author, editor, poet, and journalist. 
 In this essay, I first demonstrate how digital humanities methodologies help us see Le 
Fanu’s corpus in a more comprehensive, historically contextualized way. Almost all of Le 
Fanu’s fiction originally appeared in Dublin University Magazine and other periodicals before 
being published in collections or standalone volumes.3 Most of those periodicals are now 
available in digital archives, which allows scholars to examine Le Fanu’s stories in their original 
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periodical contexts rather than in anthologies or other collected works. The ability to restore 
these original publishing contexts is also significant as we consider Le Fanu’s periodical poetry, 
which was subject to revision whenever it was reprinted. In the second part of this essay, I trace 
the rich reprinting and performance history of Le Fanu’s ballad “Shamus O’Brien” in Great 
Britain and the United States from 1850 until Le Fanu’s death in 1873.4 This case study 
demonstrates the impact of transatlantic literary exchange and American reprinting practices on 
the circulation and revision of Le Fanu’s poem. While this publication history increases our 
understanding of Le Fanu’s body of work, it also paradoxically undermines traditional notions of 
unitary authorship in favor of a more collaborative model of literary creation.5 As Nathan 
Hensley points out, Victorian authors had access to a wide variety of networks that created “a 
repository of concepts available to be mixed, shaped, and re-formed.”6 My study reveals that 
“Shamus O’Brien” underwent a continuous process of mixing, shaping, and reforming 
throughout Le Fanu’s lifetime without any traceable influence from the author himself after the 
first printing in 1850. In order to conduct this analysis, I assemble information drawn from 
multiple digital archives of newspapers, periodicals, and other texts, demonstrating how digital 
humanities methodologies allow us to gain a broader view of Le Fanu’s oeuvre—and the 
complexities of Victorian authorship produced by the processes of reprinting and 
reappropriation—free from the limitations imposed by anthologies or academic canons. 
 The popularity of digital humanities methodologies among literary scholars has been 
growing steadily over the past two decades. Aided by large-scale digitization efforts at archives 
and libraries around the world, scholars enjoy unprecedented access to historical texts that 
provides a deeper understanding of Victorian culture. Scholars are no longer bound by the limits 
of physical resources and their geographic locations; hundreds of thousands of texts from all over 
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the world can be searched in a matter of seconds. Indeed, Patrick Leary’s 2005 observation that 
the “eureka moments . . . are much more likely to take place in front of a computer screen” has 
only become truer in recent years.7 Because the scope of resources available to scholars has 
increased exponentially (and continues to expand), digital humanities methods are necessary for 
scholars to examine and meaningfully analyze incomprehensibly large datasets. As Stephen Best 
and Sharon Marcus observe, “computers can help us to find features that texts have in common 
in ways that our brains alone cannot.”8 One of the most important developments in the digital 
humanities was the development of OCR technology,9 which makes documents searchable based 
on keywords and phrases, allowing for unexpected discoveries of connections between 
periodicals, authors, and texts. Scholars like Franco Moretti and Dallas Liddle have 
demonstrated the value of applying such “distant reading” methodology to literary analysis.10 
Before digital technologies, keyword searches would have taken years if not decades to 
complete, most likely with less reliable results due to human error. Other scholars work offline, 
using spreadsheets and graphs to track and visualize data and draw unexpected and exciting 
connections between texts.11 
These technologies suggest fresh methodologies for textual analysis.12 In their 2009 
article, Best and Marcus describe the value of “surface reading”—studying what is “evident, 
perceptible, apprehensible in texts” rather than what is hidden beneath the surface or in the 
gaps—for opening up a new hermeneutics that serves as a refreshing alternative to literary 
analysis based on symptomatic reading.13 Ryan Cordell proposes another theoretical framework 
in which we use the lens of virality, familiar to us as the quick spread of social media posts and 
memes, to consider the “exchange of texts in nineteenth-century newspapers and magazines.”14 
While Cordell focuses his attention on the American periodical press, I apply his methodology to 
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the transatlantic literary exchange between the United States and Great Britain to reveal how the 
networks connecting nineteenth-century publications stretched beyond expected geographic and 
political boundaries. My study demonstrates how Le Fanu’s work became available to broad 
audiences due to the circulation facilitated by this transatlantic connectivity. Yet it also shows 
how notions of the unitary author and the authoritative text were complicated by these same 
publishing mechanisms, which defined both author and work as fluid and collaboratively 
constructed. Without international copyright law, editors in Great Britain and the United States 
appropriated and reprinted texts, revising them to appeal to their specific rhetorical contexts. As 
we will see, this fluidity had important implications for the de-canonization of “Shamus 
O’Brian” and much of Le Fanu’s periodical oeuvre. 
The Works of Sheridan Le Fanu: A Distant View 
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu was a prolific writer of novels, short stories, poetry, and journalism 
over a career spanning more than three decades. He published some sixty works of fiction 
between 1838 and 1873, most of which first appeared in popular Irish and English periodicals 
before being collected in volumes or reprinted in the United States. Table 1 chronologically lists 
all of his known works of published fiction. I have noted the date, title, and periodical or 
publisher for each text and have included some (though certainly not all) American and British 
reprintings of his novels. The spreadsheet contains 110 entries I was able to identify in databases 
I have access to, but I am certain there are many more reprintings I have not yet discovered. 
Even this limited sample illustrates the breadth of Le Fanu’s work beyond the Gothic novels 
typically read by students and scholars. The table reveals the volume of short fiction Le Fanu 
wrote even during his most productive period as a novelist (1861–69). We can also see that after 
1869 Le Fanu published his fiction exclusively in British or American periodicals, including 
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Dickens’s All the Year Round, which printed the highest number of his contributions after Dublin 
University Magazine.15 A close examination of the table shows us that Le Fanu’s 1871 short 
story “Laura Silver Bell” was published in America a full year before it was published in Great 
Britain, which is apparently the only Le Fanu text that appears in America before being reprinted 
in Britain. This table begins to suggest the potential of a distant reading approach for expanding 
and reconsidering Le Fanu’s work as a fiction writer.  
Our understanding of Le Fanu’s work as a poet is even more uncertain than our 
knowledge of his fiction writing. We do know that, in addition to his popular ballads “Phaudhrig 
Crohoore” and “Shamus O’Brien,” Le Fanu published at least a handful of poems during his 
lifetime. According to Alfred Graves, “Le Fanu had anonymously contributed half-a-dozen other 
poems to the Dublin University Magazine between the years 1863 and 1866.”16 Graves collected 
Le Fanu’s poetry into an edited volume with the help of Le Fanu’s son and nephew, which he 
published in 1896, claiming that the collection “completes the brilliant series of Le Fanu’s 
works.”17 Graves includes ten poems in his volume; however, only seven of them have a 
previous publication history we can trace back to Le Fanu. Three additional poems—“Molly, My 
Dear,” “Song,” and “Memory”—are missing from the periodical record prior to the publication 
of Graves’s edition in 1896. There are three possibilities for explaining this absence: 1) Le Fanu 
had written the poems at some point before his death but never published them; 2) Graves 
mistakenly attributed them to Le Fanu; or 3) they appeared in periodicals that have not been 
digitized. Because our understanding of Le Fanu’s poetic work is so limited, an analysis of the 
publication history of a single known example of his poetry, “Shamus O’Brien,” can potentially 
add a great deal to our understanding of his career—and broader conceptions of authorship and 
textuality in a transatlantic print culture.  
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Le Fanu’s poetry has been largely ignored by scholars in favor of his novels, and 
“Shamus O’Brien” is no exception (indeed, a search of “Shamus O’Brien” in the MLA 
International Bibliography returns no results).18 Through the use of digital humanities 
methodologies, I address this gap in scholarship by using British Periodicals, American 
Periodicals, the British Newspaper Archive, Google Books, HathiTrust, the Internet Archive, and 
the Library of Congress’s Chronicling America Archive to explore how the poem was reprinted, 
appropriated, and transformed throughout Le Fanu’s lifetime. In the pages that follow, I will first 
trace how British and American newspapers assigned authorship to “Shamus O’Brien” when 
writing about performances of the poem between 1850 and 1873. My findings demonstrate that 
the poem was seen as a work of communal authorship between Le Fanu and those who 
performed it. I then turn to an analysis of reprintings of “Shamus O’Brien” during the same 
period to show how performances of the poem in America affected its reprintings, as well as Le 
Fanu’s reputation in Ireland and England. In a first for Le Fanu scholarship, my study considers 
the role American periodicals played in building Le Fanu’s career at home and abroad. At the 
same time, it demonstrates how practices of reprinting and appropriation unsettled the very 
notion of a unitary author and stable literary text. 
Le Fanu’s “Shamus O’Brien” and Transatlantic Performance 
I first encountered “Shamus O’Brien” when reading obituaries as part of my general research on 
Le Fanu’s life. Multiple obituaries mention “Shamus O’Brien” beside Uncle Silas and The House 
by the Church-yard as one of Le Fanu’s most notable works, suggesting the poem enjoyed 
immense popularity among Victorian readers. Yet surprisingly, the poem is missing from 
twenty-first century studies of Le Fanu’s work. My discovery of the critical void surrounding 
“Shamus O’Brien” reinforces Paul Fyfe’s assertion that in digital scholarship “discovery results 
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less from directed searching than from all the tangents encountered on the way.”19 This 
serendipitous, seemingly random discovery led me to an unexamined aspect of Le Fanu’s career. 
I was immediately presented with two questions: How did “Shamus O’Brien” become such a 
popular text during the nineteenth century and why has it been overlooked by Le Fanu scholars 
ever since? I discovered that the publication history of “Shamus O’Brien” follows a complex, 
transatlantic path that combines oral performances, reprintings, and adaptations that popularized 
the poem among Victorian readers in the years following its initial printing. In fact, by mapping 
the poem’s transatlantic migrations, I will suggest that “Shamus O’Brien” owes its popularity to 
the authorized and unauthorized reproductions that spread the poem far beyond its initial 
readership in Dublin University Magazine. Indeed, without the transatlantic literary exchange 
that encouraged reproduction and adaptation of texts, it is possible “Shamus O’Brien” would 
have been nothing more than a singly published poem in a monthly magazine.  
 “Shamus O’Brien” was most likely written in 1839.20 The poem tells a fictional account 
of the capture and escape of the titular character after the failed Irish rebellion against England in 
1798, a particularly violent episode in Ireland’s struggle against English control.21 After a 
summer of fighting across the rural counties, the English army suppressed the uprising and 
subjected the Irish fighters to trials and executions. Even worse, the British did not recognize the 
Irish as formal soldiers and so the restraint exercised against prisoners of war did not apply; 
thousands of Irish fighters were massacred after their surrender. Between the war atrocities and 
the executions, as many as 25,000 Irish rebels and civilians were killed by the end of 1798.22 
When the poem opens, Shamus is hiding from British soldiers in the rural Glen of Aherlow: 
 Jist afther the war, in the year ’98,  
As soon as the boys wor all scattered and bate,  
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’Twas the custom, whenever a pisant was got,  
To hang him by thrial—barrin’ sich as was shot.  
There was trial by jury goin’ on by day-light,  
And the martial law hangin’ the lavins by night.23  
In these opening lines, the poem evokes the memory of British violence against the Irish rebels 
after the failed rebellion. Like his historical counterparts, Shamus is captured, tried, and 
condemned to die: 
 Then the hangman dhrew near, and the people grew still, 
Young faces turned sickly, and warm hearts turn chill; 
An’ the rope bein’ ready, his neck was made bare,  
For the gripe iv the life-stranglin’ cord to prepare: 
An’ the good priest has left him, havin’ said his last prayer.24 
Before the hangman tightens the noose around Shamus’s neck, the priest unbinds his hands, 
allowing him to escape into the wild once more: 
 To night he’ll be sleepin’ in Aherloe Glin,  
An’ the divil’s in the dice if you catch him again.  
The sodgers ran this way, the sheriffs ran that,  
An’ father Malone lost his new Sunday hat; 
An’ the sheriffs wor both of them punished severely,  
An’ fined like the divil, because Jim done them fairly.25  
The poem’s original melancholic ending leaves Shamus in this remote location, a perpetual 
fugitive hiding in Ireland’s countryside.  
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When Le Fanu published the poem in Dublin University Magazine, he titled it “Shamus 
O’Brien—a Ballad,” which situated the poem within the Irish balladic tradition and evoked the 
“preliterary balladic culture” that preceded the development of print technology.26 By doing so, 
Le Fanu positioned “Shamus O’Brien” as a continuation of the traditional ballad that privileges 
oral recitation above printed forms even as he formalizes the poem through publication.27 In his 
preface to the Dublin University Magazine edition of “Shamus O’Brien,” Le Fanu tells readers 
that the poem was originally composed “with a view to recitation, for which the author feels it to 
be better suited than for presentation in cold type to a critical public,” thus urging readers to 
consider the poem as a performance piece even as they encounter it in printed form.28 Indeed, in 
one short paragraph he chronicles how the poem was made available for three separate 
performers before its publication: “a dear and gifted relative [his younger brother, William],” 
Samuel Lover, and Anthony Poplar.29 William later confirmed his brother’s story in his memoir, 
Seventy Years of Irish Life (1893). Le Fanu wrote the poem quickly in a matter of days for 
William to recite at social gatherings and sent it to him on scraps of paper. The original written 
version of the poem Le Fanu sent to William in 1840 was later lost, so when Le Fanu decided to 
publish the poem in 1850, William had to transcribe it for his brother from memory.30  
Assuming William’s account of the poem’s publication history is accurate, it is clear that 
the poem, begun as a written text, was known through oral recitations for the better part of a 
decade before being transferred back to written form. “Shamus O’Brien” was thus a communal 
text shared and shaped by multiple performers before it was ever formalized in published form, 
much like the traditional ballads of Irish folklore, which were “anonymous or collective works of 
art” before being collected and published during the nineteenth century.31 This notion of 
collective authorship necessarily complicates our understanding of “Shamus O’Brien” because, 
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while we have no specific reason to doubt William’s transcription of the poem, we must accept 
the possibility that the version of “Shamus O’Brien” that was published in 1850 was not the 
same version Le Fanu originally wrote for his brother in 1840. Who knows how William might 
have revised (or misremembered) the poem while reciting it between 1840 and 1850? How much 
of the poem is Le Fanu’s, how much is William’s, and how do we assign authorship to the text as 
a result? Digital humanities methodologies unsettle the notion of Le Fanu’s unitary authorship by 
providing the means to trace the circulation and revision of “Shamus O’Brien” after it entered 
the public sphere through recitation and publication. Rather than a static, authoritative text, we 
discover a dynamic work that influences and is influenced by a network of actants who engage 
with the poem as performers, authors, and editors.32  
Questions of authorship are further complicated when we consider that William Le Fanu 
transcribed “Shamus O’Brien” for Samuel Lover to perform during Lover’s tour of the United 
States in 1846–48.33 In studying Lover’s performance of “Shamus O’Brien,” we discover an apt 
case study for how circulation via performance and the reprinting culture of the periodical press 
necessarily affects a text’s content and future reception. Samuel Lover (1798–1868) was a 
popular Irish novelist, artist, and performer with a successful transatlantic career. He was a well-
known contributor to popular periodicals, wrote several successful novels and plays, and helped 
found Bentley’s Miscellany with Charles Dickens.34 According to Caffrey, “Lover was also 
introduced to the Le Fanu family and their intellectual circle” around 1820.35 He is furthermore 
credited with creating a new genre of entertainment called, “Irish Evenings, a monologue of 
songs, recitations, and stories,” which he performed to acclaim in London before touring in 
America from 1846 to 1848. 36  
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It was for this tour that William provided Lover a transcribed copy of his brother’s 
poem.37 By all accounts, Lover’s performance of “Shamus O’Brien” was extremely popular 
during the tour. In a September 1846 letter to William Le Fanu, Lover claimed that his recitation 
of the poem met with “the greatest success.”38 Several American newspapers praised his 
performance, with the New York Herald calling it “the gem of the evening.”39 Le Fanu himself 
noted Lover’s success with “Shamus O’Brien” in his preface to the poem’s first printing in 
Dublin University Magazine: “aided by those talents which make Mr. Lover’s entertainments so 
delightful, its success was at once so flattering and decisive.”40 Due to the success of Lover’s 
tour, he was often mistakenly attributed as the author of “Shamus O’Brien,” and that association 
continued in both print and performances well after Le Fanu published the poem in 1850. 
Perhaps surprisingly, the connection between Lover and the poem was not limited to the United 
States, which demonstrates the reciprocal nature of transatlantic literary exchange. Texts, it 
seems, did not only travel from Great Britain to the United States; they traveled the other 
direction, too. 
Using several Victorian newspaper and periodical archives, I located 181 published 
references to professional and amateur performances of “Shamus O’Brien” in Great Britain and 
the United States after the poem’s initial publication in 1850 and before Le Fanu’s death in 1873. 
These performances range from recitations by professional orators and actors to penny readings, 
public lectures, and even political meetings. The varied contexts in which the poem appeared 
demonstrates its popularity across a wide variety of racial, political, and socio-economic groups. 
While the poem was usually published anonymously, in keeping with both the balladic tradition 
and nineteenth-century periodical practices, some publications still assigned authorship to the 
poem when writing about performances. Authorship was attributed to Le Fanu twenty-four times 
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and Lover twenty-six times, which at first appears like an equal distribution between the two 
authors. However, further analysis reveals that attribution disproportionately favored Lover in 
the United States and only marginally favored Le Fanu in Great Britain. Figures 1 and 2 
visualize the diffusion of authorial attribution between Le Fanu and Lover over this period. The 
two figures illustrate that “Shamus O’Brien” was often associated with Lover in both Great 
Britain and America. This indicates the influence performers carried when anonymously 
published poems were later adapted for performances that were advertised or reviewed in the 
Victorian press. For many, performers were assumed to be the authors of the works they recited. 
William notes he heard the poem attributed to Lover on more than one occasion, and Lover’s 
letter to William indicates that he himself was aware of the likelihood of people assuming him to 
be the poem’s author.41 He was concerned that he might be accused of “appropriating” Le Fanu’s 
work, although we have no indication whether Le Fanu was himself concerned about Lover 
being credited as the poem’s author.42  
Figure 1. Assignment of Authorship Associated with Performances of  
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Figure 2. Assignment of Authorship Associated with Performances of  
“Shamus O’Brien” in the United States, 1850–1873 
 
 
Whether intentional or not, it is easy to understand why Lover could be seen as 
appropriating “Shamus O’Brien” considering that he added significantly to the end of the poem 
and changed the conclusion from Le Fanu’s original as a result. Whereas Le Fanu left Shamus 
O’Brien as a fugitive in Ireland, Samuel Lover instead added new lines in which Shamus escapes 
to America and establishes a pub in Ohio before writing to his mother and inviting her to join 
him: 
 And come strate over to the town of New-York,  
And there ax the Mayor the best way to go 
To the STATE OF SINSNATY—in the TOWN OF OHIO, 
For ‘tis dare you will find me, widout much tryin’, 
At “THE HARP AND THE EAGLE,” kept by SHAMUS O’BRIEN.43 
These ending lines were attached to the first reprinting of “Shamus O’Brien,” which appeared in 
the American periodical Home Journal on November 16, 1850. We do not know for certain if 
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Lover “added a few lines . . . in which he makes Shamus emigrate to America, where he sets up a 
public-house, and writes to his mother to invite her to come out and live with him in his happy 
home.”44  
Taking William’s description of Lover’s revisions into consideration, it seems likely that 
the version of “Shamus O’Brien” reprinted in Home Journal was inspired by Lover’s 
performance, if not a verbatim transcription. These revisions dramatically alter the poem’s tone: 
Le Fanu leaves Shamus a fugitive living a difficult life on the run while Lover grants him 
freedom and happiness away from his persecutors. Here we see McGill’s claim that “ballads are 
poems framed in some way by their telling”45 in action; in this case, Lover’s performance of the 
ballad is influenced by his audience and, in turn, future iterations of the ballad are influenced by 
Lover’s performance. Assumedly, Lover changes Shamus’s fate in an appeal to his Irish-
American audience.46 After all, nearly 1 million Irish people had migrated to the United States 
before Lover’s tour began in 1846, and an additional 4 million would join them throughout the 
rest of the century.47 Irish-American immigrants were largely concentrated in New York, Boston, 
and Philadelphia,48 which is also where many periodicals and theaters were located. 
Additionally, over 500,000 Irish emigrated to Great Britain during the same period, 
concentrating in the industrial areas of London, Manchester, Liverpool, and Glasgow.49 Given 
the large Irish diaspora in Great Britain and America, it is easy to understand why a story about a 
persecuted Irish patriot escaping from an unjust British judicial system and finding freedom and 
happiness in America would enjoy continued popularity throughout the century. Indeed, the 
maps in figures 3 and 4 indicate the locations of every known documented “Shamus O’Brien” 
performance between 1850 and 1873. As we can see, performances of the poem primarily occur 
in areas associated with Irish immigration during the second half of the nineteenth century. This 
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reinforces the notion of a rough correlation between the increase of Irish immigrant populations 
in America, England, and Scotland, and occurrences of “Shamus O’Brien,” whether via 
performance or print. This possible relationship provides a tentative explanation for the 
proliferation of Lover’s revisions among subsequent reprintings and performances of “Shamus 
O’Brien” in both America and Great Britain. 
Figure 3. “Shamus O’Brien” Performances in the United States, 1850–1873 
 
Figure 4. “Shamus O’Brien” Performances in Great Britain, 1850–1873 
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Reprinting, Revision, and Circulation 
The performance history of “Shamus O’Brien” was enabled by transatlantic reprinting practices 
that produced many authorized and unauthorized printings of texts, especially poetry. During the 
Victorian era, it was common for poetry to be treated as material in the public domain that could 
be reprinted in multiple newspapers and periodicals without copyright protection. As Meredith 
McGill notes, “the primary vehicles for the circulation of literature [in antebellum America] were 
uncopyrighted newspapers and magazines,” although newspapers and periodicals in Great 
Britain participated in this same “culture of reprinting.”50 Due to the lack of international 
copyright law, editors on both sides of the Atlantic often reprinted both American and British 
poems, stories, articles, and books rather than paying for original content.51 Furthermore, editors 
adapted reprinted texts to suit particular rhetorical contexts in newspapers and periodicals. For 
example, the American periodical Littell’s Living Age (which reprinted at least two of Le Fanu’s 
works, including “Shamus O’Brien”) was composed “entirely of unauthorized reprints” of 
foreign titles selected to appeal to a non-partisan national audience of American readers, despite 
the periodical’s base in Boston.52 The widespread practice of reprinting during the nineteenth 
century created and perpetuated a system through which authors lost all control of, and 
remuneration for, their work after its initial printing—indeed, as McGill notes, “circulation 
outstripped authorial and editorial control.”53 Due to the physical process of setting pages for 
printing, editors could alter the format, content, or byline of a poem before they reprinted it. This 
practice resulted in variations of a text being disseminated throughout the literary marketplace 
with the potential effect of displacing the supposed authority of the original. In some cases, 
changes were minor, like switching a comma to a semi-colon or a single quotation mark to 
double quotation marks; in other instances, editors would eliminate entire lines to make the 
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content fit within the physical limitations of the space.54 Reprintings of Le Fanu’s “Shamus 
O’Brien” illustrate the full spectrum of potential editorial revision. No two versions were 
identical, and only two maintained Le Fanu’s original ending.  
Using digital humanities methodology, I have identified seventeen printings of “Shamus 
O’Brien” (the version published in Dublin University Magazine and sixteen reprintings) between 
its first publication in July 1850 and Le Fanu’s death in February 1873. The map in figure 5 
notes the locations of each of the seventeen printings. If we compare figure 5 to figures 3 and 4, 
we can see an important correlation between the locations of “Shamus O’Brien” performances 
and reprintings. That is, many of the poem’s reprintings occur in the same locations as the 
poem’s performances, suggesting that the publications that reprinted “Shamus O’Brien” were 
appealing to the same audiences as the performers. At the same time, the performances were 
much more geographically decentralized than the reprintings, which indicates that the poem 
traveled far and wide as both a performance piece and a reprinted text. 
Figure 5. Printings of “Shamus O’Brien,” 1850–1873 
 
After its first publication in Dublin University Magazine, the poem was reprinted all over Great 
Britain and the United States, appearing in periodicals, newspapers, volumes of poetry, elocution 
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manuals, and a chapbook. Table 2 identifies each documented reprinting of “Shamus O’Brien,” 
indicating where it was published and how it differed from Le Fanu’s original. This table reveals 
the poem’s complex evolution as a collaboratively written text and performance piece and 
illustrates the extent to which it was reprinted and revised by editors in both Great Britain and 
the United States. I transcribed each printing into a Word document and discovered that the 
seventeen printings I identified constituted nine distinct versions of the poem, seven of which 
differ substantially from Le Fanu’s original in Dublin University Magazine (version 1). There are 
seven additional versions that make minor revisions to one of the reprintings, e.g., punctuation or 
spelling.  
Of the sixteen reprints I located, there are only two that leave Shamus in Ireland at the 
end of the poem, but even those make considerable changes to Le Fanu’s original. The consistent 
inclusion of Shamus’s migration to America in the other six versions suggests that the ending 
Lover added during his American tour became the expected conclusion to the poem. Indeed, the 
first reprinting of “Shamus O’Brien”—in the November 16, 1850 edition of the American 
periodical Home Journal—added the subtitle “Begun in Ireland, and Finished Elsewhere” and 
referenced Lover’s performances in its preface.55 The added subtitle indirectly references how 
editors introduced changes to reprinted texts to suit their particular rhetorical contexts—in this 
case, a domestic audience that may have been familiar with Lover’s performance of the poem. 
The subtitle also illustrates the migratory nature of texts throughout the nineteenth century by 
calling attention to the poem’s journey from Ireland to the United States. Just as oral ballads 
traveled across time and space through recitation, “Shamus O’Brien” was transmitted through 
performance and the periodical press thanks to the practices of reprinting and reappropriation 
that continually disseminated the poem in new rhetorical contexts.  
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The preface from the version printed in Home Journal also appears in the next reprinting 
of the poem, which appeared in the December 21, 1850 issue of Littell’s Living Age. Given that 
these two reprints appeared within months of the poem’s original publication in Dublin 
University Magazine, the editors seem to have been claiming “Shamus O’Brien” for an 
American audience—indeed, their preface proudly declares “a Yankee managed to ‘bring 
[Shamus] over.’”56 This suggests Americans played a role in the poem’s composition and throws 
Lover’s ownership of the piece into question. This further challenges our notions of unitary 
authorship, particularly since all three 1850 printings of the poem—in Dublin University 
Magazine, the Home Journal, and Littell’s Living Age—were published anonymously. Who 
really wrote “Shamus O’Brien”? If it was begun in Ireland but finished in America, as the editors 
of Home Journal suggest, are we to assume a co-authorship between Le Fanu, Lover, the 
journals’ editors, and an unnamed “Yankee”? While there is no doubt the poem was originally 
composed by Le Fanu, how different is his original version from the one performed by Lover or 
the three versions published in 1850? This destabilization of modern notions of text and 
authorship provides an opportunity to consider the role performances and reprints played in the 
transatlantic circulation of texts by examining further reprintings and performances of “Shamus 
O’Brien” in the 1860s.  
It is important to remember that “Shamus O’Brien” was first published almost four years 
after Lover performed his revised version for American audiences, so there were many people 
who had been exposed to the poem long before it appeared in print. The thousands of people who 
heard his version of the poem may have been surprised or disappointed if the printed version was 
not the same as the version they remembered, so it is reasonable to assume American editors 
attached Lover’s ending in an effort to appeal to their readership. It is no surprise that these 
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revisions first appeared in print in America; however, as I compared the different printed 
versions of “Shamus O’Brien” against Le Fanu’s original version in Dublin University 
Magazine, I discovered that Lover’s revisions also occurred in the majority of reprintings in 
Great Britain. This further reinforces the notion that transatlantic literary exchange was 
reciprocal and demonstrates the cooperative relationship between performance and print in the 
circulation of Victorian texts.   
The reprintings of “Shamus O’Brien” were not limited to the periodical press. In 1865, 
the Dublin-based publishing company McGlashan & Gill published a collected volume of poetry 
titled Street Ballads, Popular Poetry, and Household Songs of Ireland, which contained version 
4 of “Shamus O’Brien.” The same version also appears in the Kilkenny Journal on December 27, 
1867, marking the last time the poem was published in Ireland during Le Fanu’s lifetime. As 
shown in table 2, this is the first reprinting I found that attributes the poem to Le Fanu (spelled 
“Lefanu”), but interestingly it is also the version that differs the most from his original text 
published in Dublin University Magazine.57 Structurally, the editors of the volume separate the 
poem into three distinct parts and break the poem into four-line stanzas rather than the long 
irregular stanzas of the original poem; narratively, this version maintains the thirty-seven lines 
added in version 2, even adding four new lines to the already-extended ending. They also change 
the title to “Shemus O’Brien: A Tale of ’Ninety-Eight, as Related by an Irish Peasant,” 
foregrounding the poem’s association with the Irish uprising of 1798. By assigning authorship to 
an unnamed Irish peasant, the volume’s editors artificially attribute a sense of authenticity to the 
poem, suggesting it is a piece of traditional folklore told by the Irish peasantry.  
Version 4 was the first version of “Shamus O’Brien” to appear in print in Ireland after 
1850 and, significantly, it used Lover’s ending rather than Le Fanu’s. By conducting a textual 
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comparison of versions 2, 3, and 4 of “Shamus O’Brien,” we can recognize a common thread 
connecting them, particularly because all three versions use the new ending from version 2. 
Consequently, it is possible that version 2 served as the source text for both version 3 and version 
4 and that the editors of these versions were just copying and reprinting what came before. If that 
is the case, we could plausibly conclude that the proliferation of the revised ending is the result 
of version 2’s availability throughout the transatlantic literary exchange. In other words, the 
repeated appearances of the revised ending could indicate that version 2 served as the foundation 
for later reprintings simply because editors could easily access it, rather than because they 
preferred it to the other versions.  
An analysis of the next reprinting of the poem, version 5, reveals that the poem’s 
migratory ending had indeed become the de facto conclusion to Shamus’s narrative by 1866. 
First published in Philadelphia as “Shamus O’Brien, the Bold Boy of Glingall” (1866), version 5 
later appeared in the Paisley Herald and Renfrewshire Advertiser in Scotland on July 6, 1867 
under the title “Shamus O’Brien: A Martyr of ’98.” The Renfrewshire Advertiser’s editors most 
likely changed the poem’s title to describe Shamus as a “martyr” in order to appeal to Irish 
immigrants who had settled there since the Great Famine, but they kept Shamus’s emigration to 
America intact. The significant change between version 5 and the four previous versions of the 
poem is that it adds only two lines to the poem’s ending: “He has mounted his horse, and soon he 
will be / In America, darlint [sic], the land of the free.”58 Even though this ending varies from the 
earlier versions, the very fact that the poem still ends with Shamus traveling to America 
demonstrates that his migration has become the de facto ending of the poem and that Lover’s 
performance of Le Fanu’s poem seems to have irrevocably influenced its narrative content.  
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With multiple versions of the poem in circulation and hundreds of performances 
underway, it would have been difficult, if not impossible, for Victorian readers and audiences to 
identify the “real” version of the poem. Le Fanu’s brother William seems to have been concerned 
about the confusion surrounding the text of “Shamus O’Brien” when he prefaced the poem in his 
Seventy Years of Irish Life by noting, “I give [the poem] here, as I do not think a correct version 
of it can elsewhere be found.”59 Even though William attempted to create an authoritative 
version of “Shamus O’Brien,” the version he included in his memoir differs from the original 
version he transcribed for publication in Dublin University Magazine—the main changes being 
alterations in spelling to eliminate the Irish vernacular of the original as well as changes to 
punctuation—although we must wonder if he was even aware of the variations considering that 
he almost certainly did not have a copy of the Dublin University Magazine version to consult. 
Indeed, without the access to digital archives that allows us to perform a side-by-side 
textual comparison of the seventeen different printings of “Shamus O’Brien,” it would be 
impossible to track the ways in which the poem changed from one printing to the next or to 
understand how Samuel Lover’s performances affected each subsequent reprinting. The journey 
of “Shamus O’Brien” from Ireland to America and back again demonstrates how the printed 
forms, performances, and adaptations of Victorian poetry proliferated in transatlantic cultures of 
reprinting. McGill effectively summarizes this relationship in her exploration of Victorian 
ballads: “Print enhances the transmission of ballads locally—mediating performances on the 
streets, in theaters, and in taverns—and enables ballads to circulate transnationally, not only as 
part of familial or cultural inheritance, but also in authoritative collections claiming to represent 
the characteristic expressions of a people, as magazine reprints, as newspaper filler, in 
chapbooks, and as broadsides passed from hand to hand.”60 In tracing the reprintings and 
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performances of “Shamus O’Brien,” we see Le Fanu’s ballad appear in all of these forms in a 
balladic tradition for the print era, one in which print is just one of many ways a poem can be 
transmitted from one audience to another. 
Conclusion 
The various reprintings and revisions of “Shamus O’Brien” demonstrate that authorship for 
many texts during the Victorian era was a communal, collective process that relied on a culture 
of reprinting to circulate a text beyond its original audience. Indeed, the 181 performances and 
seventeen printings of the poem, not to mention the 1866 play and 1860s song adaptations,61 
demonstrate that “Shamus O’Brien” was a “viral text,” to borrow Cordell’s terminology.62 
Understanding the poem’s popularity with Victorian audiences unsettles the assumption that Le 
Fanu was first and foremost a Gothic novelist by offering a more comprehensive consideration of 
his work. My study helps us understand that Le Fanu’s contemporary popularity resulted partly 
from the widespread circulation of his texts through reprinting and performance. Ironically, the 
same dissemination that created confusion about the poem’s authorship and revised Le Fanu’s 
original ending also helped to bolster Le Fanu’s reputation. Indeed, without the oral recitations of 
“Shamus O’Brien,” it is possible the poem would have disappeared into obscurity after its initial 
publication. It was precisely because the poem was performed first by William Le Fanu and then 
by Samuel Lover, Anthony Poplar, and countless others that “Shamus O’Brien” became popular 
enough to be counted among Le Fanu’s most significant works at the end of the nineteenth 
century. However, its status as a collaboratively produced text ensured that it would be 
overlooked in twentieth- and twenty-first-century collections of his work.  
I began this project expecting to learn something about one of Le Fanu’s little-known 
texts. I did not expect to discover a complex transatlantic publication history that revealed how 
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more than 180 performances over two decades influenced seventeen reprintings across Great 
Britain and the United States. It soon became clear that the American reception history of the 
poem influenced its appearances in Ireland and Great Britain, thus disrupting the conventional 
assumption that transatlantic literary exchange flowed in one direction. This suggests the 
Victorian transatlantic literary exchange was bilateral—an open network that disseminated texts 
between the United States and Great Britain with the potential for revision occurring with every 
reprinting. The collaborative notion of transatlantic print culture invites us to reconsider the 
British/American dichotomy we use to classify texts and instead consider them in broader 
transnational contexts.  
Was “Shamus O’Brien” an Irish or an American text? Both and neither. Was it written by 
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu? Yes and no. My study destabilizes notions of unitary authorship, 
showing that while Le Fanu originally composed “Shamus O’Brien” in Ireland around 1839, a 
transnational community of contributors transformed the poem throughout his lifetime and 
beyond. Ironically, this enhances our understanding of Le Fanu’s work and contributions to 
Victorian print culture even as it unsettles our assumptions about single authorship, driving us 
toward a redefinition of “author” and “text” that is fluid, one that relies on what Nathan Hensley 
calls a “distributed agency” shared by authors and networks of other actors, including editors, 
performers, and periodical publications.63 As my case study of “Shamus O’Brien” demonstrates, 
digital methods allow us to uncover and trace these complex networks, challenging us to 
reevaluate what we think we know about one of Ireland’s greatest Victorian writers.  
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Table 1. Le Fanu’s Published Fiction, 1838–187364 
Date Title Periodical / Publisher 
1838     
January “The Ghost and the Bone-Setter” Dublin University Magazine 
March “The Fortunes of Sir Robert Ardagh”  Dublin University Magazine 
June “The Last Heir of Castle Connor” Dublin University Magazine 
August “The Drunkard's Dream”  Dublin University Magazine 
November “Passage in the Secret History of an Irish Countess” Dublin University Magazine 
1839     
April “The Bridal of Carrigvarah” Dublin University Magazine 
May “Strange Event in the Life of Schalken the Painter” Dublin University Magazine 
June “Scraps of Hibernian Ballads” (includes poems “The 
Stream” and “Phaudhrig Crohoore”) 
Dublin University Magazine 
July “Jim Sulivan’s Adventures in the Great Snow” Dublin University Magazine 
October “A Chapter in the History of a Tyrone Family” Dublin University Magazine 
1840     
February “An Adventure of Hardress Fitzgerald, a Royalist 
Captain” 
Dublin University Magazine 
October “The Quare Gander” Dublin University Magazine 
1843     
March–April “Spalatro” Dublin University Magazine 
1845     
  The Cock and Anchor (1845) London: Longmans; 
Edinburgh: Fraser; Dublin: 
William Curry Jun. and Co.  
1846     
April–December The Fortunes of Colonel Torlogh O'Brien  Serialized by James 
McGlashan 
1847     
January The Fortunes of Colonel Torlogh O'Brien  Serialized by James 
McGlashan 
November “The Watcher” Dublin University Magazine 
  The Fortunes of Colonel Torlogh O'Brien (1847)  Dublin: James McGlashan; 
New York: W.H. Coyler 
1848     
January “The Fatal Bride” Dublin University Magazine 
April–June “Some Account of the Latter Days of Richard 
Marston, of Dunoran” 
Dublin University Magazine 
  The Cock and Anchor (1845) New York: W.H. Coyler 
1850     
January–February “The Mysterious Lodger” Dublin University Magazine 
June “Billy Malowney's Taste of Love and Glory”  Dublin University Magazine 
July “Shamus O'Brien—a Ballad” (poem) Dublin University Magazine 
1851     
January “Ghost Stories of Chapelizod” Dublin University Magazine 
April “Some Gossip about Chapelizod” Dublin University Magazine 
  Ghost Stories and Tales of Mystery (1851) Dublin: James McGlashan 
  The Fortunes of Colonel Torlogh O'Brien (1847)  London: George Routledge 
1853     
December “An Account of Some Strange Disturbances in an 
Old House in Aungier-street” 
Dublin University Magazine 
1855     
  The Fortunes of Colonel Torlogh O'Brien (1847)  London: Routledge 
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1861     
October–December The House by the Church-yard Dublin University Magazine 
December “Ultor de Lacy” Dublin University Magazine 
1862     
January “Borrhomeo the Astrologer” Dublin University Magazine 
January–December The House by the Church-yard Dublin University Magazine 
October “An Authentic Narrative of a Haunted House” Dublin University Magazine 
1863     
January–February The House by the Church-yard Dublin University Magazine 
February “Duan Na Claev—The Legend of the Glaive” 
(poem) 
Dublin University Magazine 
March “Abhrain an Bhuidiel” (poem) Dublin University Magazine 
June–December Wylder’s Hand  Dublin University Magazine 
  The House by the Church-yard (1863) London: Tinsley Brothers 
1864     
January–February Wylder’s Hand  Dublin University Magazine 
March “My Aunt Margaret's Adventure” Dublin University Magazine 
April “Wicked Captain Walshawe, of Wauling” Dublin University Magazine 
July–December Uncle Silas Dublin University Magazine 
December “A Doggerel in a Dormant-Window” (poem) Dublin University Magazine 
  Wylder's Hand (1864) London: Richard Bentley  
  Uncle Silas (1864) London: Richard Bentley  
1865     
January–July Guy Deverell Dublin University Magazine 
November–December Beatrice (verse drama) Dublin University Magazine 
  The Prelude (1865) Dublin: G. Herbert 
  Guy Deverell (1865) London: Richard Bentley; 
Leipzig: Tauchnitz 
  Wylder's Hand (1864) New York: Carleton 
  Uncle Silas (1864) Leipzig: Tauchnitz; London: 
Bentley; New York: Harper 
1866     
January Beatrice (drama) Dublin University Magazine 
February–June All in the Dark  Dublin University Magazine 
  All in the Dark (1866) London: Richard Bentley; 
New York: Harper 
  The House by the Church-yard (1863) New York: Carleton 
  Guy Deverell (1865) New York: Harper 
1867     
February–October The Tenants of Malory Dublin University Magazine 
May–December A Lost Name  Temple Bar 
  The Tenants of Malory (1867) London: Tinsley Brothers; 
Boston: Little's Living Age; 
New York: Harper 
  The Beautiful Poem of Shamus O'Brien (1867) London: J. Heywood 
1868     
January “Squire Toby's Will” Temple Bar 
January–May A Lost Name  Temple Bar 
May–December Haunted Lives Dublin University Magazine 
September–December Loved and Lost Dublin University Magazine 
  A Lost Name (1868) London: Richard Bentley 
  Haunted Lives (1868) London: Tinsley Brothers 
1869     
January–May Loved and Lost  Dublin University Magazine 
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February–November The Wyvern Mystery Dublin University Magazine 





“Green Tea” All the Year Round 
  The Wyvern Mystery (1869) London: Tinsley Brothers 
  All in the Dark (1866) London: Chapman & Hall 
1870     
5 February “The Child That Went with the Fairies” All the Year Round 
2 April “The White Cat of Drumgunniol”  All the Year Round 
23 April  “Stories of Lough Guir”  All the Year Round 
30 April–21 May “A Strange Adventure in the Life of Miss Laura 
Mildmay” 
Flag of our Union (America) 
April–June “The Bird of Passage” Temple Bar 
July–November “The Haunted Baronet” Belgravia 
August–October “The Bird of Passage” The Eclectic Magazine of 
Foreign Literature (America) 
August–December Checkmate  Serialized in Cassell's 
Magazine 
8 October  “The Vision of Tom Chuff” All the Year Round 
31 December “Madame Crowl's Ghost”  All the Year Round 
December “The White Cat of Drumgunniol” The Eclectic: A Monthly 
Magazine of Useful 
Knowledge (America) 
1871     
January–February Checkmate  Cassell's Magazine 
21 January–23 
September 
The Rose and the Key All the Year Round 
11 February “Madame Crowl's Ghost” The Albion (America) 
9 December “Laura Silver Bell” Harper's Bazaar (America) 
31 December “The Dead Sexton” Across the Bridge: The 
Christmas Number of Once a 
Week 
December “Carmilla” Dark Blue 
  Checkmate (1871) London: Hurst and Blackett; 
Philadelphia: Evans, Stoddart 
  Chronicles of Golden Friars (1871) London: Richard Bentley 
  The Rose and the Key (1871) London: Chapman & Hall 
  Shamus O'Brien (1871) New York: American News 
Company 
  Wylder’s Hand (1864) London: Hutchinson 
1872     
January–March “Carmilla” Dark Blue 
January “The Haunted House in Westminster” Belgravia 
10 February “The Haunted House in Westminster” Harper's Bazaar (America) 
17 February–24 
February 
“The Haunted House in Westminster” The Albion (America) 
February–June “The Room in the Dragon Volant” London Society 
6 July “Sir Dominick's Bargain” All the Year Round 
21 September–28 
December 
Willing to Die All the Year Round 
Christmas “Dickon the Devil” London Society 
December “Laura Silver Bell” Belgravia Annual 
  In a Glass Darkly (1872) London: Richard Bentley 
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  The Tenants of Malory (1867) London: Hutchinson; 
London: F. Warne 
1873     
4 January–24 May Willing to Die All the Year Round 
  Willing to Die (1873) London: Hurst and Blackett 
  Morley Court: Being a Chronicle of Old Dublin City 
(1873) 
London: Chapman & Hall 
  Checkmate (1871) New York: R.M. DeWitt 
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Table 2. Printings of “Shamus O’Brien,” 1850–1873 
"Shamus O'Brien"  
Date 
Periodical / 
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16 Nov 
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Irish Peasant” 
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lines to the 37 
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the new lines in 
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1866 One Hundred Choice 
Selections in Poetry 







Bold Boy of 
Glingall. A 
Tale of ’98” 
Samuel 
Lover 
v5 rearranges the 
last 8 lines from 
v1; adds 2 new 
lines about 
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Evansville, IN “Shamus 
O’Brien” 
anonymous v6 rearranges the 
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Mr. Lefanu v8 rearranges the 
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v5 rearranges the 
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v1; adds 2 new 
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Findlay, OH “Shamus 
O’Brien; The 
Bould Boy of 
Glingall” 
anonymous v5 rearranges the 
last 8 lines from 
v1; adds 2 new 
lines about 
Shamus going 
to America  







N/A N/A N/A 







Bold Boy of 
Glingall. A 
Tale of ’98” 
Sheridan 
Lefanor 
v5 rearranges the 
last 8 lines from 
v1; adds 2 new 
lines about 
Shamus going 
to America  
29 Oct 
1869 





anonymous v3 adds 6 new 
lines to the 37 
added in v2 
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Bold Boy of Glingall. 
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v9 adds 2 new 
lines about 
Shamus going 
to America to 
the original 
ending from v1 
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Appendix 1. “Shamus O’Brien—a Ballad” (1850) 
The following version of “Shamus O’Brien” is taken from the original July 1850 printing in 
Dublin University Magazine. Le Fanu’s use of Irish vernacular, emphasis, spelling, and 
punctuation are retained.  
Jist afther the war, in the year ’98,  
As soon as the boys wor all scattered and bate,  
’Twas the custom, whenever a pisant was got,  
To hang him by thrial—barrin’ sich as was shot.  
There was trial by jury goin’ on by day-light,  
And the martial law hangin’ the lavins by night.  
It’s them was hard times for an honest gossoon: 
If he missed in the judges—he’d meet a dragoon; 
An’ whether the sogers or judges gev sentence, 
The divil a much time they allowed for repentance.  
An’ it’s many’s the fine boy was then an his keepin’, 
Wid small share iv restin’, or atin’, or sleepin’; 
An’ because they loved Erin, an’ scorned to sell it,  
A prey for the bloodhound, a mark for the bullet— 
Unsheltered by night, and unrested by day, 
With the heath for their barrack, revenge for their pay. 
An’ the bravest an’ hardiest boy iv them all 
Was Shamus O’Brien, from the town iv Glingall.  
His limbs were well set, an’ his body was light,  
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An’ the keen-fanged hound had not teeth half so white. 
But his face was as pale as the face of the dead,  
And his cheek never warmed with the blush of the red; 
An’ for all that he wasn’t an ugly young bye,  
For the divil himself couldn’t blaze with his eye,  
So droll an’ so wicked, so dark and so bright,  
Like a fire-flash that crosses the depth of the night; 
An’ he was the best mower that ever has been,  
An’ the illigantest hurler that ever was seen. 
In fincin’ he gev Patrick Mooney a cut,  
An’ in jumpin’ he bate Tim Malowney a fut; 
For lightness iv fut there was not his peer,  
For, by gorra, he’d almost outrun the red deer; 
An’ his dancin’ was sich that the men used to stare,  
An’ the women turn crazy, he done it so quare; 
An’, by gorra, the whole world gev it in to him there. 
An’ it’s he was the boy that was hard to be caught,  
An’ it’s often he run, an’ it’s often he fought,  
An’ it’s many’s the one can remember right well 
The quare things he done; an’ it’s often I heerd tell 
How he freckened the magisthrates in Cahirbally,  
An’ escaped through the sodgers in Aherloe Valley; 
An’ leathered the yeomen, himself agin’ four,  
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An’ stretched the two strongest on ould Galtimore.  
But the fox must sleep sometimes, the wild deer must rest,  
An’ treachery prey on the blood iv the best. 
Afther many a brave action of power and pride,  
An’ many a hard night on the mountain’s bleak side,  
An’ a thousand great dangers and toils overpast,  
In the darkness of night he was taken at last.  
 
Now, Shamus, look back on the beautiful moon,  
For the door of the prison must close on you soon,  
An’ take your last look at her dim lovely light,  
That falls on the mountain and valley this night— 
One look at the village, one look at the flood,  
An’ one at the shelthering, far-distant wood.  
Farewell to the forest, farewell to the hill,  
An’ farewell to the friends that will think of you still; 
Farewell to the patthern, the hurlin’, an’ wake,  
And farewell to the girl that would die for your sake.  
An’ twelve sodgers brought him to Maryboroagh gaol,  
An’ the turnkey resaved him, refusin’ all bail. 
The fleet limbs wor chained, an’ the sthrong hands wor bound,  
An’ he laid down his length on the could prison ground.  
An’ the dreams of his childhood kem over him there,  
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As gentle an’ soft as the sweet summer air; 
An’ happy remembrances crowding on ever,  
As fast as the foam-flakes dhrift down on the river,  
Bringing fresh to his heart merry days long gone by,  
Till the tears gathered heavy and thick in his eye.  
But the tears didn’t fall, for the pride of his heart 
Would not suffer one drop down his pale cheek to start; 
An’ he sprang to his feet in the dark prison cave, 
An’ he swore with the fierceness that misery gave,  
By the hopes of the good, an’ the cause of the brave, 
That when he was mouldering in the cold grave 
His enemies never should have it to boast 
His scorn of their vengeance one moment was lost; 
His bosom might bleed, but his cheek should be dhry,  
For undaunted he lived, and undaunted he’d die.  
 
Well, as soon as a few weeks was over and gone,  
The terrible day iv the thrial kem on; 
There was sich a crowd there was scarce room to stand,  
An’ sogers on guard, an’ dhragoons sword-in-hand; 
An’ the court-house so full that the people wor bothered,  
An’ attorneys an’ criers on the pint iv bein’ smothered; 
An counsellors almost gev over for dead,  
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An’ the jury sittin’ up in their box over head; 
An’ the judge settled out so detarmined an’ big,  
With his gown on his back, and an iligant new wig; 
An’ silence was called, an’ the minute it was said 
The court was as still as the heart of the dead.  
An’ they heard but the openin’ of one prison lock, 
An’ Shamus O’Brien kem into the dock. 
For one minute he turned his eye round on the throng,  
An’ he looked at the bars, so firm and so strong,  
An’ he saw that he had not a hope, nor a friend,  
A chance to escape, nor a word to defend: 
An’ he folded his arms as he stood there alone, 
As calm and as cold as a statue of stone; 
And they read a big writin’, a yard long at laste, 
An’ Jim didn’t undherstand it, nor mind it a taste. 
An’ the judge took a big pinch iv snuff, an’ he says,  
“Are you guilty or not, Jim O’Brien, av you plase?” 
 
An’ all held their breath in the silence of dhread,  
An’ Shamus O’Brien made answer, and said,  
“My lord, if you ask me, if in my life time 
I thought any treason, or did any crime 
That should call to my cheek, as I stand alone here, 
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The hot blush of shame, or the coldness of fear,  
Though I stood by the grave to receive my death blow,  
Before God and the world I would answer you, no; 
But if you would ask me, as I think it like,  
If in the rebellion I carried a pike,  
An’ fought for ould Ireland from the first to the close, 
An’ shed the heart’s blood of her bitterest foes, 
I answer you, yes, an’ I tell you again, 
Though I stand here to perish, its my glory that then 
In her cause I was willing my veins should run dhry,  
An’ that now for her sake I am ready to die.” 
Then the silence was great, an’ the jury smiled bright,  
An’ the judge wasn’t sorry the job was made light; 
By my sowl, it’s himself was the crabbed ould chap, 
In a twinklin’ he pulled on his ugly black cap.  
Then Shamus’ mother in the crowd standing by,  
Called out to the judge with a pitiful cry,  
“Oh, judge, darlin’, don’t, oh, don’t say the word, 
The crathur is young, have mercy, my lord; 
He was foolish, he didn’t know what he was doin’— 
You don’t know him, my lord, oh, don’t give him to ruin— 
He’s the kindliest crathur, the tendherest-hearted— 
Don’t part us for ever, we that’s so long parted.  
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Judge, mavourneen, forgive him, forgive him, my lord,  
An’ God will forgive you, oh, don’t say the word!” 
That was the first minute that O’Brien was shaken,  
When he saw that he was not quite forgot or forsaken; 
An’ down his pale cheeks at the words of his mother, 
The big tears wor runnin’ fast, one afther th’other. 
An’ two or three times he endeavoured to spake,  
But the sthrong manly voice used to falther and break; 
But at last by the strength of his high-mounting pride, 
He conquered and masthered his grief’s swelling tide,  
“An’,” says he, “mother, darlin’, don’t break your poor heart,  
For sooner or later the dearest must part; 
And God knows it’s betther than wandering in fear 
On the bleak, trackless mountains among the wild deer, 
To lie in the grave where the head, heart, and breast 
From thought, labour, and sorrow for ever shall rest. 
Then, mother, my darlin’, don’t cry any more, 
Don’t make me seem broken in this my last hour, 
For I wish when my head’s lyin’ undher the raven,  
No thrue man can say that I died like a craven!” 
Then towards the judge Shamus bent down his head, 
An’ that minute the solemn death-sintence was said. 
The mornin’ was bright, an’ the mists rose on high,  
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An’ the lark whistled merrily in the clear sky— 
But why are the men standin’ idle so late? 
An’ why do the crowds gother fast in the street?  
What come they to talk of? what come they to see? 
An’ why does the long rope hang from the cross-tree? 
Oh! Shamus O’Brien pray fervent and fast,  
May the saints take your soul, for this day is your last; 
Pray fast an’ pray strong, for the moment is nigh,  
When sthrong, proud, an’ great as you are, you must die. 
An’ fasther an’ fasther the crowd gathered there, 
Boys, horses and gingerbread, just like a fair; 
An’ whiskey was selling, an’ cussamuck too,  
And ould men and young women enjoying the view. 
An’ ould Tim Mulvany, he med the remark,  
There was’nt sich a sight since the time of Noah’s ark; 
An’ be gorra ‘twas thrue for him, for divil such a scruge,  
Sich divarshin and crowds was known since the deluge. 
For thousands was gothered there, if there was one,  
Waitin’ till such time as the hangin’ id come on; 
At last they threw open the big prison gate, 
An’ out came the sheriffs and sodgers in state, 
An’ a cart in the middle, an’ Shamus was in it; 
Not paler, but prouder than ever, that minute. 
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An’ as soon as the people saw Shamus O’Brien, 
Wid prayin’ and blessin, and all the girls cryin’; 
A wild wailin’ sound kem on by degrees, 
Like the sound of the lonesome wind blowin’ thro’ trees. 
On, on to the gallows, the sheriffs are gone, 
An’ the cart an’ the sodgers goes steadily on; 
An’ at every side swellin’ around of the cart, 
A wild sorrowful sound that ‘id open your heart. 
Now under the gallows the cart takes its stand, 
An’ the hangman gets up wid the rope in his hand; 
An’ the priest having blest him, goes down on the ground, 
An’ Shamus O’Brien throws one last look round. 
Then the hangman dhrew near, and the people grew still, 
Young faces turned sickly, and warm hearts turn chill; 
An’ the rope bein’ ready, his neck was made bare,  
For the gripe iv the life-stranglin’ cord to prepare: 
An’ the good priest has left him, havin’ said his last prayer. 
But the good priest done more, for his hands he unbound,  
And with one daring spring Jim has leaped on the ground; 
Bang, bang! goes the carbines, and clash goes the sabres, 
He’s not down! he’s alive still! now stand to him neighbours. 
Through the smoke and the horses he’s into the crowd,  
By the heavens he’s free! than thunder more loud 
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By one shout from the people the heavens were shaken— 
One shout that the dead of the world might awaken. 
Your swords they may glitter, your carbines go bang,  
But if you want hangin’, its yourselves you must hang; 
To night he’ll be sleepin’ in Aherloe Glin,  
An’ the divil’s in the dice if you catch him again.  
The sodgers ran this way, the sheriffs ran that,  
An’ father Malone lost his new Sunday hat; 
An’ the sheriffs wor both of them punished severely,  
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Notes 
My deepest thanks to Alexis Easley for her encouragement and guidance throughout every part 
of my work on this essay. I am also grateful to Young-ok An and Dallas Liddle for their 
feedback. 
1. The most comprehensive Le Fanu bibliography available, J. Sheridan Le Fanu: A Bio-
bibliography (1995), was “the product of twenty years of research,” but its author acknowledges 
that it likely does not include every text written by Le Fanu (Crawford, Bio-bibliography, vii). 
2. McCormack, Le Fanu and Victorian Ireland, 271. 
3. For more about Le Fanu and Dublin University Magazine, see Tilley, “Le Fanu, Gothic, and 
the Irish Periodical.”  
4. The full text of “Shamus O’Brien” can be found in Appendix 1.  
5. See Hensley, “Network.”  
6. Hensley, “Network,” 359.   
7. Leary, “Googling the Victorians,” 73.  
8. Best and Marcus, “Surface Reading,” 17. 
9. Mussell, Nineteenth-Century Press, 4.  
10. For example, Liddle used the AntConc software to search for patterns in 55,000 words from 
fifty years’ worth of articles in the Times Digital Archive. See Liddle, “Reflections on Victorian 
Newspapers.” 
11. Common tools like Google Maps create unprecedented opportunities for scholars to map 
everything from printings and the development of genres to the emotions and character 
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movements within a text, creating a geospatial analysis of written data. See Moretti, “Graphs, 
Maps, and Trees.” 
12. While digital humanities presents scholars with a number of unprecedented opportunities, it 
is also essential to recognize its limitations. One of the most significant drawbacks to this 
methodology is the incompleteness of the digital record. Even though hundreds of thousands of 
Victorian texts have been made available through digitization efforts, they represent a fraction of 
all texts printed during the nineteenth century. There is an immeasurable amount of content that 
has not been digitized or has been lost or destroyed. Also, our work with digital archives is 
complicated because we must consider questions about the creation of the archives—who kept 
records, why, and perhaps most importantly, what they left out. Lauren Klein discusses this issue 
in her exploration of Thomas Jefferson’s letters about his former slave, James Hemings: “the 
issue of archival silence—or gaps in the archival record—remains difficult to address” (“Image 
of Absence,” 662). In other words, we do not always know what we do not know and we cannot 
recover information that was never recorded in the first place. However, digital humanities can 
help us identify those gaps as potential avenues for future research by helping us discover things 
we did not know to look for, as Fyfe suggests in “Technologies of Serendipity.” Digital 
humanities scholars are also limited by technology—e.g., as valuable as OCR is, archival 
searches inevitably return false positives and miss other results. Paywalls also block access to 
scholars who are not affiliated with subscribing libraries. Even with these limitations, however, 
scholars should not be dissuaded from using digital humanities methodologies.  
13. Best and Marcus, “Surface Reading,” 9.   
14. Cordell, “Viral Textuality,” 31.  
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15. For more on Le Fanu’s contributions to All the Year Round, see Cooke, “A Regular 
Contributor.”  
16. Graves, Poems, vii. William Le Fanu identified his brother’s poems in a letter to Graves on 
October 31, 1879. For a full transcript of William’s letter to Graves, see Edens, “A Minor 
Victorian and His Publisher.” 
17. Ibid., viii. 
18. Alfred Power briefly discusses the poem in his essay “Sheridan le Fanu and the Spirit of 
1798,” which explores themes of Irish nationalism in Le Fanu’s writing. Power’s essay is the 
single scholarly study of “Shamus O’Brien” I was able to locate. 
19. Fyfe, “Technologies of Serendipity,” 264.  
20. In Sheridan Le Fanu and Victorian Ireland, McCormack cites a letter from April 1839 in 
which Le Fanu describes reciting “Shamus O’Brien” at Trinity College; however, William Le 
Fanu claims the poem was written in 1840.  
21. Shamus O’Brien does not appear to be based on a real historical figure from the 1798 
rebellion. William Le Fanu suggests that the plot for “Shamus O’Brien” was inspired by a song 
by a musician named Paddy O’Niell who the Le Fanu brothers knew in County Clare. O’Niell 
performed on the steamboat between Limerick and Kilrush. See Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 89–94. 
22. Bartlett, “Ireland, 1791–1815,” 90–91. 
23. [Le Fanu], “Shamus O’Brien—a Ballad,” 109. 
24. Ibid., 112.  
25. Ibid. 
26. McGill, “What is a Ballad?,” 158. 
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27. Scholars familiar with Le Fanu’s work will not be surprised by his use of literary forms 
traditionally associated with Irish folklore. He is widely understood to be a “reworker of folklore 
of his native land” (qtd. in Bell, 419). For more about Le Fanu’s use of folklore, see Harris, 
Folklore and the Fantastic; Girard, “From Tale to Short Story”; Bell, “The Folk Tale and the 
Ghost Story.”   
28. [Le Fanu], “Shamus O’Brien—a Ballad,” 109. 
29. Ibid.  
30. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 138.  
31. McGill, “What is a Ballad?,” 158. 
32. For a discussion of actants, see Hensley, “Network.” 
33. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 138. 
34. Caffrey, “Lover, Samuel,” Oxford DNB. 
35. Ibid. 
36. Ibid. 
37. It is unknown whether or not Le Fanu knew his brother gave a copy of “Shamus O’Brien” to 
Lover before his American tour.  
38. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 138.  
39. “Mr. Lover’s Fourth ‘Irish Evening,’” 2. 
40. [Le Fanu], “Shamus O’Brien—a Ballad,” 109. 
41. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 139. 
42. Ibid. 
43. “Shamus O’Brien,” Home Journal, 4.  
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44. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 139. 
45. McGill, “What is a Ballad?,” 161. 
46. William Le Fanu draws the same conclusion in Seventy Years of Irish Life (139).  
47. Kenny, “Irish Emigration,” 666. 
48. Ibid., 684. 
49. Ibid. 
50. McGill, Culture of Reprinting, 1, 4. 
51. Ibid., 3. 
52. Ibid., 23–24. 
53. Ibid., 2. 
54. Cordell, “Viral Textuality,” 39. 
55. “Shamus O’Brien,” Home Journal, 4. 
56. Ibid. 
57. Duncathail, “Shemus O’Brien,” 58. 
58. “Shamus O’Brien,” Paisley Herald, 7. 
59. Le Fanu, Seventy Years, 131.  
60. McGill, “What is a Ballad?,” 167. 
61. Perhaps the most famous adaptation of “Shamus O’Brien” is Charles Villiers Stanford’s 1896 
two-act opera. However, I have not included Stanford’s opera in my essay because I focused on 
performances and reprintings that occurred before Le Fanu’s death in 1873.   
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62. Cordell states, “The ‘viral text’ of a particular poem would include official and unofficial 
reprintings, but also parodies, quotations, reviews, paraphrases, allusions, and more” (“Viral 
Textuality,” 36). 
63. Hensley, “Network,” 371.  
64. This table is a compilation of information from several bibliographies of Le Fanu’s work. I 
have attempted to correct errors and inconsistencies by using digital methods to refer to the 
original publications whenever possible. The last issue of Flag of Our Union available through 
American Periodicals—May 14, 1870—contained part three of four of “A Strange Adventure in 
the Life of Miss Laura Mildmay.” I have assumed the fourth part was published in the next issue 
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